
Mathematial Horizons for Quantum PhysisA workshop held at theInstitute for Mathematial SienesNational University of SingaporeSession 3: Non-Equilibrium Statistial MehanisAugust 25 � September 14, 2008Final Report1 Aim and OrganizationThis 4 sessions workshop was organized in a somewhat unonventional way.Rather than giving to partiipants the opportunity to report on the re-ent progresses in their respetive �elds of interest, the well named MHQP-program was designed with the idea of looking forwards into the future ofthese �elds.The aim of the organizers was to bring together small teams of sientists shar-ing ommon interests in mathematial problems related to quantum physisand o�er them the opportunity to think about open problems. In eah ses-sion a limited number of disussion themes were identi�ed and disussionleaders were responsible to launh the work of the team through a Reviewpresentation of these themes. Then followed a period of intense and lose ol-laboration between the session partiipants, possibly in smaller groups, underthe guidane of the disussion leaders. Overlapping sessions also o�ered nieopportunities for more informal but nevertheless very fruitful ross-sessiondisussions. The outome of the session's team work was presented in a �nalround-table disussion.In parallel to these researh ativities, eah session has also provided one orseveral more pedagogial Tutorial presentation, aimed at graduate studentsand non-experts.



2 PartiipantsJan DEREZI�SKI,Department of Mathematial Methods in Physis,Warsaw University, Poland.Stephen DIAS BARRETO,Padre Coneiçao College of Engineering,Goa, India.Alain JOYE,Insitut Fourier,Université de Grenoble I, Frane.Maro MERKLI,Department of Mathematis and Statistis,Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada.Yoshiko OGATA,Faulty of Mathematis,Kyushu University, Japan.Claude-Alain PILLET,Centre de Physique Théorique,Université du Sud Toulon�Var, Frane.Vinent LAROCHELLE,MGill University,Montreal, Canada.Wojieh DE ROECK,Institute for Theoretial Physis,Leuven University, Belgium.3 Themes and ReviewsSession 3 � non-equilibrium statistial mehanis � was organized around twoentral themes:
• Non-Equilibrium steady states (NESS).Disussion leader C.-A. Pillet.
• Quantum �utuations out of equilibrium.Disussion leader J. Derezi«ski.



For eah theme, several important open problems were addressed during thesession (see Setion 5).Despite reent progresses, non-equilibrium statistial mehanis, as a physialtheory, as well as its mathematial foundations are still in an early stage ofdevelopment. To the mathematial physiists, they o�er many hallengingproblems related to a large spetrum of mathematial knowledge: operatoralgebras, spetral analysis, sattering theory, non-ommutative probabilitytheory and stohasti alulus, ompletely positive semigroups, ...To setup some of these problems and expose their mathematial framework,three Review presentations were proposed:
• Non-equilibrium steady states of open quantum systems,by C.-A. Pillet.
• The extended weak oupling limit,by J. Derezi«ski.
• Flutuations in open quantum systems,by W. De Roek.4 TutorialSattering theory plays a fundamental role in the theory of quantized �elds.It turned out to be also an important tool in reent developments of non-equilibrium quantum statistial mehanis. It was therefore natural to shed-ule a pedagogial Tutorial presentation on this subjet during session 3:
• Sattering in quantum �eld theory I, II and III,by J. Derezi«ski.Despite the apparent and somewhat surprising lak of interest in this subjetfrom graduate students, these 3 two-hours letures were a suess among thepartiipants to sessions 3 and 4. They also turned out to be quite useful forsome of the researh worked out during the session.



5 Results1. Thermal relaxation. The �rst problem addressed during the sessionwas to extend the Liouvillean approah to thermal relaxation (return to equi-librium and more generally onstrution of NESS) to open systems with manydegrees of freedom (i.e. where the �small� system is spatially on�ned buthas an in�nite dimensional Hilbert spae. In mathematial terms its Hamil-tonian is unbounded above but has ompat resolvent). Sine the Liouvilleanapproah is based on the study of dynamial resonanes, the mathematialproblem faed here is perturbation theory of in�nitely degenerate embeddedpoint spetrum. Solving this problem requires understanding the spetrumof a so-alled level-shift operator. For �nite small system, this operator hasa spetral gap whih ontrols the relaxation proesses. For in�nite systems,it was not lear, prior to disussions, whether suh a gap was to be expeted.Even though we did not expet to solve this hard problem during the session,some progresses in understanding its physial origin have been made throughdisussions between M. Merkli, C.-A. Pillet, W. De Roek and V. Bah (ses-sion 4). High energy �utuations are rare events beause the ultra-violetuto� on the interation prevents diret �jumps� over large energy sales.For the very same reason suh events are long-lived: it takes a long time forthe system to reover from suh a rare event. It is therefore natural to expetthe relaxation proess to be slow, non-exponential. This diretly leads to theonjeture that the level-shift operator has no spetral gap in this situation.Of ourse, this implies that spetral analysis of the level-shift operator willbe muh more deliate.2. Leaky QED avity. The Liouvillean approah to thermal relaxation hasalso been suessfully applied to Repeated Interation Quantum Systems. Insuh systems, the environment onsists in a hain of independent, identialsubsystems (e.g. 2-level atoms) whih suessively interat with the �small�system. This lass of model is widely used in physis to desribe the dynam-is of a QED avity interating with a beam of atoms (one-atom masers).The problem raised during the session was to inorporate the e�et of animperfet (leaky) avity into this desription. This an be done by ouplingthe avity to a heat bath. The question is to study the ompetition betweenthis reservoir whih wants to bring the system in thermal equilibrium andthe repeated interations with the hain whih drives it to a non-equilibriumstationary state. A. Joye and M. Merkli, who had already worked together(with L. Bruneau, Cergy University) on the perfet avity models, have madesubstantial progress on this problem during the session.



3. The Rotating Wave Approximation. As already mentioned, satter-ing theory plays a important role in non-equilibrium statistial mehanis.To develop sattering theory beyond the perturbative regime (Shwinger-Dyson) is a major hallenge whih ould allow us to extend the domain ofappliation of these tehniques. On the other hand, stationary formulas forsattering operators are essential ingredients in the desription of stationaryurrents in quasi-free fermioni open systems (Büttiker-Landauer formalism,shot noise statistis). It is an open problem to extend suh formulas to lo-ally interating fermions. With these two motivations in mind, disussionstook plae to setup a tratable mathematial problem and start working onit. At the outome of the �rst stage of the disussion, the spin-boson modelin the rotating wave approximation was eleted as the simplest non-trivialmodel. This model was then further investigated by J. Derezi«ski, A. Joyeand C.-A. Pillet. The existene of asymptoti reation/annihilation opera-tors turned out to be an easy problem for this model. Further investiationsare needed, however, to proeed towards some form of asymptoti omplete-ness and to derive stationary formulas for the sattering operators. In the�rst non-trivial (1 boson) setor, the Friedrihs Hamiltonian emerges. Thespetral and sattering theory of this operator is well known and was partof J. Derezi«ski's Tutorial leture. We then sueeded in the analysis of the2 boson setor, getting a omplete piture of the analyti struture of theresolvent on the seond sheet. The general struture of the Hamiltoniansin higher (n bosons) setors is well understood. A ollaboration has beensetup in order to ontinue this work towards a preise spetral and resonaneanalysis of these operators.4. Quantum generating funtionology. Generating funtions for �utu-ations of entropy prodution and urrents are at the enter of new results inlassial non-equilibrium statistial mehanis. Their Legendre transform arerate funtions of large deviation priniples for these �utuation. As a resultof Evans-Searles and Gallavotti-Cohen �utuation theorems these generat-ing funtions display a symmetry (olloquially oined the GC-symmetry).Several quantum generating funtions for the statistis of �utuations of theentropy prodution and urrents whih display the GC-symmetry have beenreently proposed, either on the basis of ideal physial measurement proessesor on a mathematial analysis of the modular struture of the underlying vonNeumann algebras. One of them relates to what physiists all full ount-ing statistis, but the others are still laking a physial interpretation. Adisussion has been launhed on the possible physial meaning of these newgenerating funtions. Y. Ogata proposed an interesting relation with quan-tum hypothesis testing for disriminating the state of the system at time t



and its time reversed. Suh a relation leads to a lear physial interpretationof the new generating funtions. She has been working in this diretion andhas obtained some enouraging results. E�orts in this diretion will be on-tinued. Another aspet of quantum generating funtionology is the atualalulation of these generating funtions for onrete models. In partiular,this seems to be the only urrently available route to hek the validity of GC-symmetry for generating funtions omputed on NESS. Some progresses havebeen ahieved in this diretion by Y. Ogata and C.-A. Pillet who sueededin developing a general sheme for omputing various generating funtionsfor quasi-free fermioni open systems. In these systems, the generating fun-tions an be expressed in terms of energy integrals of determinants involvingthe on-shell sattering matrix of the system.6 AknowledgementsOn behalf of all partiipants to session 3, I take the opportunity of this reportto express our deep gratitude to:
• The loal organizers Berge Englert and Leong Chuan Kwek for the timeand energy they have spent in the organization of the workshop. Givenits unonventional nature, this was a hallenge whih they ful�lled toperfetion.
• Professor Huzihiro Araki for the general sienti� organization of theworkshop and for his two delightful Letures on the history of modulartheory and on the lives of Yukawa and Tomonaga.
• The IMS Diretor and Deputy Diretor Louis Chen and Ka Hin Le-ung for providing the very nie environment of the Institute and itsonvenient failities.
• The highly ompetent members of IMS sta� for their onstant and totalavailability before, during and after our stay at the Institute.
• The sponsors who made this event possible: the IMS, the Center forQuantum Tehnology, the NUS Faulty of Siene and the Physis andMathematis Departments, the Lee Foundation.


